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His University days in Delhi are as fresh as recent
memories. He remembers History Professor
Hiraramanji and his eloquent quote from General
Douglas MacArthur's famous speech "old soldiers never
die, they just fade away" at the annual lecture series of
History Forum "Lock, Stock and Barrel".

Lokesh David, in his mid fifties is General Secretary
(GS) of Young Army, a Delhi based NGO which is engaged
in capacity building and socio-economic upliftment of
poorer sections of society. He has vast experience of
more than three decades in social sector to his credit.
He joined Young Army at an early age and rose in the
hierarchy over the years. He also had several stints,
nearly ten years of international experience in social
sector under deputation. He has dealt numerous
functional areas including administration and finance
as a generalist besides rich exposure to programme
management and execution. He believed neither in
coteries nor power politics throughout his career.
He is known for his frankness and admired for his
impeccable record of honesty and integrity. He is
well built, always immaculately dressed and having
abiding interest in History, Philosophy and
Literature. He loves to discuss international
affairs, social movements and political ideologies.
He is thoroughly secular though he heads one
of the largest minority organizations in India.
He was widely respected, but not liked.

Nicknames like tiger and Alsatian are
commonly attributed to him. Kalyan John, one
programme officer in one such conversation
remarked" Lokesh is highly unpredictable. His caustic
words are his enemy. You can make a stone smile, not
him".Lokesh despite his razor sharp memory and flair

I
It was 11o'clock Friday night. Praneeta Enclave,
one of the vibrant high-rise residential societies
of Delhi slowly descending into calmness and
serenity. Lokesh, one of the residents feels
nostalgic about the past years of his life and work.

A classic example of
melodrama and clash of

personalities in an NGO,
which impact business

objectives.

for details is considered as a micro-manager by
colleagues. Ram Raj, administration manager recounts
stories of his numerous memos to lower level staff for
relatively small reasons.Lokesh makes frequent surprise
visits to different units and departments which are
deeply resented. He pulls up people at the higher level
of hierarchy for slight dereliction of duty. Some even
portray him highly bureaucratic and rigid disciplinarian
considering his disproportionate emphasis on details
like budget, proper channel and work plan. He was very
punctual in office matters and was never late in meetings.

Lokesh, soon after becoming General Secretary
introduced electronic attendance system for
management cadre which was initially resisted. Sensing
the mood of the colleagues Lokesh said "Electronic
attendance system will be there whether you like it or
not. I as an employee will strictly adhere to this system
and I leave it to your decision."He also curtailed the
overtime payment and streamlined administrative
expenses to a large extent in his first month as GS.

Young Army, a minority membership driven NGO
founded in 50s by some visionary social workers to serve
the society irrespective caste, creed and religion. The
organization has huge physical infrastructure and sound
financial resources. Its facilities are spread over Delhi
and neighboring states. Young Army has number
divisions such as Education, Programmes, Public affairs,
sports, research, rural transformation, faith and
theology. The organization also undertakes social
research projects of central and state governments. It
provides vocational training and medical facilities at
slums and
backward areas
of city. It also
o r g a n i s e s
national and
international
sports meets
and social
conclaves.
It is

great
divide
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very active in civil society groups and the public affairs
forum is consulted by Government bodies regularly.
Young Army also runs tourist homes, schools,
polytechnics, and professional courses in management
and media studies. It's short term capacity building
programmes and organize guided adventures tours are
highly popular among youth. It trains and promotes
SHGs (Self Help Groups), provides ambulance and health
facilities for poor, promotes social harmony among
faiths. Young Army is financially sound through its own
income and liberal grants by international religious and
charitable organizations.It has nearly 1200 strong
culturally diverse workforce though majority are from
minority community. The employees enjoy lifelong
employment and liberal social security measures.

Young Army is guided by a board at the highest level
which comprises two third elected members and one
third nominated and ex-officio permanent members.
The board members are elected for a three year term
and annual election is conducted for one third vacancies
in the board. The elected members choose the president
and the president appoints other office bearers like vice
presidents, treasurer and chairmen of various divisions.
The president also nominates one third board members
in consultation with elected members. Besides this, there
is ex-officio board members affiliated to religious and
other minority institutions. Every board member has
voting rights which is exercised in major decisions. The
board members are elected by members of minority
community affiliated to the organization.The members
who have registered themselves for 5 years or more
and engaged in community activities can contest or be
nominated to the board. The General Secretary is the
CEO of the organization and acts as ex officio member
secretary to the board, who is duly assisted by executive
secretaries, managerial and staff cadre personnel in
running the organization.There are three joint General
Secretaries and the senior most among them (presently
Rakesh Datta) is a permanent invitee in the board
meetings. The ordinary members can acquire voting
rights through an elaborate process by a screening
committee duly appointed by board.

The present board is headed by Allen George,
politician and community activist who succeeded
industrialist and philanthropist Srikant D'Souza.

Lokesh had faced many ups and downs during his
career at Young Army. He had made steady rise in
organizational hierarchy though sidelined many-a-times
for his frank views and no so strong interpersonal
relationship with former bosses. Before assuming charge
of GS, he was sent packing by his predecessor Rajnandan
Williams to a Singapore based NGO under deputation.
However tide turned in his favour soon. He was
repatriated by the then president D'Souza to counter
Williams as the relationship among them soured over
time.

Soon after joining back Young Army, Lokesh headed
the all important education wing of the organization.He
had frequent disagreement with Williams over numerous
issues. However he could get away with the support of
the board. The relationship between Williams and
D'Souza came to a point of no return. The board made
the situation miserable for Williams, who had no option
but to resign. Mr D'Souza put forward the proposal to
elevate Lokesh as General Secretary which was opposed
by few vocal board members. But D'Souza persisted,
the board agreed to appoint Lokesh as General
Secretary.

However, D'Souza had a word of caution for
him"Lokesh, you are now GS.Behave like a leader and
get along with others. Think for bigger picture, don't
waste time on small issues".Lokesh replied "Sure Sir.
Iam really grateful for your guidance and support".

Lokesh and D'Souza could get along with each other
for few months.However,disagrrements cropped up
between them over many issues.Lokesh tried to come
out of the shadow of D'Souza and assert himself. There
was major difference on a new project at Gurgaon which
was the brainchild of D'Souza.The project on indoor
stadium and fitness centre required lot of investment
including land cost.Lokesh was skeptical about return
on investment. He wanted to have a relatively smaller
old day home project in one of their facilities at the
outskirts of city. Despite his apprehensions, Gurgaon
project was cleared.

The annual elections approached. Allen George along
with Rakesh Datta met lokesh and discussed their plans
with him. Allen remarked"Lokesh, it really disturbs me
the way you are ignore.Afterall, you are GS and your
contribution al along should not be overlooked".Rakesh
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endorsed the view"Damn shocking. We don't need more
swimming pools; we need an old day home. We need to
uphold our social commitments.Sir, kindly do something.
We may try to get rid of D'Souza in the election, what is
needed is your support".Lokesh wondered "What
support you need;"Rakesh answered"Sir, you have many
friends among members. If you help, we would be able
to ensure defeat for D'Souza and God willing, Allen sir
can become our president". Allen responded "I don't
aspire anything. The only thing which bothers me is
Lokesh is unnecessarily targeted". Lokesh nodded with
positive gesture.

D'Souza was defeated in a narrow margin and Allen
George was elected as new president and constituted
the board. Allen, being a politician and community
activist was a populist, pro-employee and pro-
community in nature. Young Army has practice of wage
fixation in every fourth year. In one such meeting over
wage revision, Allen summarily accepted the demand
of employee representatives to raise the wages by 50%
which didn't find favour with Lokesh. The matter was
referred to the board for review and subsequent
decision.

In board meeting Allen placed the documents and
invited comments. Lokesh responded "we need to
reconsider this. Our employee cost is 40% of the
earnings, if this is implemented in present form the cost
will be 60%.There will be little scope to sustain and
expand our welfare activities". Allen said "Why don't
you generate more revenues. You may raise the school
fees". "Sir, not that easy. We have substantially raised
fees two years before. We are a non profit organization,
we shouldn't deviate from our social commitments".
Rakesh who is a permanent invitee to the board quipped
"there is no harm to raise the fees again. If we don't
accede to the genuine demand of employees, their
morale will be low'.Lokesh responded." First, we should
earn more, then we may think for this level of wage
increase. We may expand our welfare activities and
approach corporate groups and other institutions for
funding". Allen shot back "we are not beggars. We may
think to raise the fees.Afterall, this is not in today's
agenda for discussion".Rakesh supported president and
the wage revision proposal was passed. Allen emerged
as a hero among the employees and Lokesh was branded
as a reactionary element.

There was another issue which created a major
divide in the organization. It was alleged that while on
duty Retnakumar, a lower level employee, in an
inebriated state smashed a photograph bearing the
religious symbol the community. The issue was blown
out of proportion and he was promptly suspended by
Rakesh who heads HR and Administration. The erring
employee profusely apologized for his action and
requested Rakesh to withdraw the suspension order
which was out rightly rejected. Retnakumar approached
GS for review of the order" Sir, Iam extremely sorry. I
have committed a grave mistake. This is my 15th year at
Young Army and I don't have a past record like this. I
have a family to look after, have mercy on me". Initially
Lokesh was in no mood to consider, but the employee

persisted" Sir, you know, there are many instances,
people indulged in similar misconduct, but let off with
warning. May be, they belong to the community and
have powerful backings. Sir, don't be too harsh on me".
Lokesh withdrew the order with stricter warning. This
episode didn't go down well with Rakesh and many
employees felt that Lokesh deliberately maligning the
community. President also mildly censured him.

In another occasion, president asked Lokesh and
Rakesh to meet him regarding the Gurgaon
project.Lokesh was surprised because Allen was well
informed about his stand. On this plank only, he
supported Allen in the election. President was unmoved;
he said "the earlier board had cleared the project, so
there is no need for a fresh discussion. We have got
necessary funding and approvals from concerned
authorities. Nothing to be worried. Make sure, we meet
the deadline". Lokesh felt betrayed" What about the old
age home project?" Rakesh said "Sir, we may think about
this at a later stage. Let us concentrate on Gurgaon
project". "You are absolutely right, Rakesh" remarked
Allen.

After few months, when the project was about to be
completed, the management decided to hire fifteen
people, released advertisement and interviews were
conducted by a panel .However, to his utter dismay,
Lokesh was called to president's office and was handed
over a list of seven candidates for final selection." Sir, I
was in interview panel, the candidates were rejected.
This is not acceptable "Firmly replied Lokesh. Allen
responded "you are forgetting the fact that these people
belong to the community and some of them are relatives
of our members." An agitated Lokesh replied "no way,
am sorry". The matter ended there, the president's list
was not considered.

The relationship between president and GS
deteriorated day by day. Lokesh was pilloried by
president and board on numerous occasions.
Interestingly, Rakesh always extended tactical support
to president, though he was never harsh to GS. Lokesh
was visibly disturbed, he was questioning himself "Why
I joined back Young Army, I was better in Singapore".

A proposal was mooted by president that few board
members, one executive secretary and GS to visit some
of European countries on a study tour for a month. The
purpose of proposed visit was to study the best practices
of similar NGOs like Young Army and interact with senior
functionaries of those organizations. This involved
considerable expenses on the part of organization.
Rakesh had already prepared the groundwork which
needed approval of GS. Under the prevailing system,
the GS is authorized only to approve the financial
matters related to the board including president. Lokesh
hesitantly approved with a noting that adequate care
should be taken to reduce the study tour expenses. He
declined to be a part of the study citing prior
engagements.

Next month, Lokesh received a statement of study
tour expenses for approval which was 25% higher side
than planned. The exceeding expenses can only be
appropriated with the special approval of GS. He was
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L
okesh David and his three decades with Young
Army is a classic saga of egoistic leaders, vested
interests, political machinations, inept
governance and the general rot that simmers
behind the veneer of success. This is not to

take fair credit away from the NGO. It obviously has had
some committed members, have enjoyed credibility with
governmental agencies, built international standing and
generally delivered societal good. However, it does
highlight the reality of how organizational politics and
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Power play doesn’t work good for effective organizations

furious and had heated exchange with Rakesh who was
part of study tour. President intervened "Why this fuss
about". Lokesh replied "This is unfair, Iam being coerced
against my inner conscience which puts a question mark
on my accountability". Allen remarked "You see, the
matter pertains to the board members; no body is asking
any clarification. It is a mere formality". Lokesh was
visibly perturbed "let the matter be placed in board and
directions to me be issued accordingly".

President convened a special meeting of the board
which ended in bitter hostility. The board passed a
resolution to divest the financial and administrative
powers of Lokesh which would be exercised by Rakesh
till further decision. However, the board also decided
to retain Lokesh as General Secretary with his authority
limited only to Gurgaon project.

 Next morning, a heavy hearted Lokesh David finally
bade adieu to the organization he served for decades.
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political machinations can swiftly erode the sinews of
even a great organization.

There seems to be quite a lot that is amiss at Young
Army. While its financial standing is robust, its governance
structure is inadequate. Its Board structure is flawed.
While having executive managers as an ex-officio
member is not unusual nor having elected members
wrong, the absence of independent members on the
Board is surely striking. It thus misses out on neutral
independent points of view. This becomes mission critical
when the entire board structure is largely a political
exercise, both in its own election and the subsequent
selection of the office bearers. Democratic politics is not
always the right answer to organizational effectiveness.

It also is not clear why Board should get into so much
of the running of the operations. An effective Board
knows that it must discharge it fiduciary responsibilities,
provide counsel where needed but not over-manage the
executive. Maybe the composition of the Board, the
backgrounds of some of the elected members and the
compulsion of addressing political constituencies even
through the decisions of Young Army seem to have an
overly obtrusive Board. From an organizational design
perspective, this is not a happy situation to be in.

Very obviously, the position of General Secretary, the
virtual CEO of the organization, itself is a political football.
With an active Board, its politics has often been played
out with the role of the General Secretary as also other
executive positions. Strikingly similar to the current
reality of Indian politics and the executive bureaucracy,
we see Lokesh shunted out and rehabilitated as
convenient to the powers that be. Such political overtones
could not have been positive for institution building.

While the politics and the structure of the Board of
Young Army leave much to be desired, even the
personality of our protagonist, Lokesh raises question
marks. While an honest disciplinarian, sharp in intellect
and honest in his dealings, Lokesh's persona also makes
one wonder what makes a successful CEO. Very clearly,
personal integrity and competence count a lot to get one
the top job, the other political influences
notwithstanding. However, to make one effective, it is
imperative that the CEO must be able to separate the
wood from the trees. What may have worked well in the
initial years may be counter-productive at this level.
Lokesh surely does not seem to be the inclusive,
charismatic leader building an empowered and trusting
work environment. Micro-managing may have its
advantages in turnaround situations but at the top
leadership must be inspiring and inclusive. At the top,
one also needs to be politically aware and sensitive.
Whether managing the President of the Board or the
rank and file, his is a case of good intentions but poor
astuteness. Lokesh unfortunately seems to be an
overgrown manager pushed upto the wrong job. In spite
of specific feedback from D'Souza when he was being
elevated as the General Secretary to "behave like a leader
and get along with others" and think of the bigger picture,
Lokesh has continued with his earlier style. Very clearly,
he has forgotten the Icarus syndrome - what got one the
initial success may cause doom if blindly continued in a

changed context.
Every organization has its share of politics. Not all

politics is bad. It important not to be gullible and fall
prey to political machinations. At the same time,
influencing and building a positive coalition for one's
ideas is necessary to be an effective CEO. The way Lokesh
handled the employee salary issue is a case in point. In
emotionally sensitive matters like these, it is prudent not
to do all the debate for the first time in a larger forum.
He should have primed various individual members of
the Board suitably, incorporating other arguments that
strengthened his case and in general having people speak
for his point of view. Blind logic alone does not ensure
support of significant stakeholders. Leadership is the
wisdom to know what more to do and how.

 Be that as it may, Lokesh comes across as a person
with impeccable integrity. His stand on wasteful
expenditure even by the Board, the rejection of politically
motivated hirings and other disciplinary matters were
very appropriate decisions. Yet the system at Young Army
is not aligned to such executive independence. The
interference by the Board and the tacit polarization of
the ranks is a reality to be confronted. If the
establishment chooses to be willfully trespassing, the
General Secretary can do precious little. He can woo
them, win them or move on. Lokesh seems to have done
the obvious. Had he been able to win more goodwill
with other stakeholders, his honest intent would have
helped confront and cleanse the system. His departure
in not just a conscience vote. It is the collapse of a system.
The future of the Young Army - its credentials, its
effectiveness and possibly its financial solidity- is under
threat. While Lokesh may rue his situation, he must also
himself accountable to having brought it to this pass.

Young Army can be a warning alert to many other
leaders in the making. As an organization grows, its
complexity also increases. Organizational design,
including separation of governance and execution,
becomes key. Without it, the integrity of all systems would
be a question mark. For possible CEOs, it is aptly clear
that a reputation of being a tough task master does not
suffice to be an effective CEO. The competency to
manage multiple stakeholders, proactively and
inclusively, is an important dimension to success. The
Board must restrict itself to the larger issues. An
independent Board can be an effective watch guard to
the larger interest of the organization. Together, the Board
and the CEO must work at creating a strong talent
pipeline and an enabling work environment. This would
be critical to attract and retain the talent with the right
skills and disposition, if Young Army has to preserve and
grow its reputation. Anything else will cause its ruin. The
bottom line is that power play may be good for cricket,
not for effective organizations. Otherwise, success of
leaders and organizations will be as unpredictable as the
toss of the coin.
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W
hen one reads the case, one realizes
that the organization is hurtling at high
speed towards its own downfall. The
down fall is being caused by the
leadership team which truly is the

guardian of sustainability of the organization. A weak
Board, president of the board with a personal agenda,
weak leadership ensures that the organization does not
focus and achieve its objective and employees are de-
motivated, uninvolved and not committed to the
organization.

The organization needs at major surgeries across the
two leadership levels - Board and executive leadership
team to be able to survive the current crisis.

However, the case is reflective of any organization in
any sector. This case is not reflective of just an NGO but
a reality which many organizations face.

Challenged organization
A weak Board and non-impactful and ineffective
executive leaders negatively affect not only the overall
performance of an organization but also its sustainability.
Over a period of time, the organization will fail and
collapse. This is true in case of any organization in any
sector.

Role of Board is to provide guidance, ensure the
organization is focused in its activities and ensure
corporate governance in actual execution. President is
expected to lead all Board Members in its ability to
'question' the executives, provide guidance and direction
to ensure that the Execution team is focused as per
organizational goals. Board members are above personal
agenda and focused at ensuring organizational
sustainability.

Current President Allen seems to be focused at
driving his own personal agenda. He seems to be
interfering in executive powers. He is working towards
undermining the authority of GS and weakening the role.
It is not about the current situation of encouraging excess
cost on international travel or the project to support, it is
about the trend that is being set up. Instead of being
custodian of the stakeholders, Allen is working towards
his own personal agenda. This is a sure sign of downfall

of the organization.
The organization is weakening in its ability to execute

due to ineffective and non supportive Leader, losing focus
in terms of activities that it is supposed to do as well
seems to be battling spiraling cost - increase wage cost
as well travel cost. If this trend continues, it will not be
long, before the internal audit team / some investigation
team realizes the scam and creates bad publicity for the
organization. Funds on which most NGO's depend upon,
will dry over a period as agencies and individuals will
realize that the funds are not directed towards capability
and capacity building of the targeted audience.

Allen as a President needs to become aware of the
implication and consequences of some of the recent
events and lead the Board to support the executive team
of Young India. Board needs to become more alert to
the issues and work pro actively to resolve the critical
issues in terms of cost, agenda. Board needs to give
feedback to GS on his Leadership and Management Style
and proactively coach him to change his Leadership style.
At one level they need to demonstrate their trust and
faith to Lokesh and another Level they need to challenge
him to change and to enhance his overall effectiveness.

Challenged leaderhip
Lokesh David as the GS should remember the adage "as
you sow so shall you reap". His consciousness and
intelligence was directed towards ensuring adherence
to discipline and compliance. His managerial and
Leadership style was focused at fault finding and creating
a sense of 'I am not ok' feeling in others. Though his
thoughts, perspectives and deeds were in the right
direction they lacked in their impact.

This was largely due to the fact that he as an individual
did not have any emotional connect with his team. His
approach in classic Transactional Analysis can be termed
as "I am ok - you are not ok". Rather than creating good
will, desire to achieve amongst his team members he
created negative energy amongst his team by his micro
management and fault finding managerial style.

Lokesh forgot that when he was elevated as GS, he
was now the leader of his team and he needs to
encourage, motivate, build empowerment and
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accountability within his team and lead them to positive
action.

Many of his actions were actually steps in the right
direction but the impacts were vitiated largely due to his
attitude and articulation. Any change creates resistance
amongst employees / teams but as a leader it is your
accountability and responsibility to help the employees
understand the broader perspective as well as the need
for the change from an individual and organizational
perspective.

Right through his career though respected for his
intelligence, honesty and consciousness, he was unable
to enhance his effectiveness due to his confrontational
and belittling style in dealing with people and individuals.
His style was reflected whilst dealing with small and big
issues. A confrontational style leads to compliance but
deep resentment amongst people in the long run.

Lokesh was confrontational and disbelieving not only
with his peers and team members but also with his
superiors. His insensitivity to people and their emotions
had created negative vibes but also dulled Lokesh's own
senses to political situation. It is clear that he was used as
a pawn by Shrikant and Allen to achieve their personal
Goals. Shrikant D'souza used Lokesh to get Williams to
exit from Young Army. Allen realizing Lokesh's weak spot
used him to achieve his personal agenda of becoming a
President. Lokesh cannot plead ignorance and innocence
about the way both Shrikant and Allen used him. He
allowed himself to be party to both the individual's as he
had wanted to achieve his personal agenda. In the first
case, he used the opportunity to create career growth
opportunity for himself and at the next he supported
Allen to ensure his vision (even if right) is achieved.

Mere removal of people does not support
achievement of personal goals however right they are.
One needs to demonstrate the personal conviction and
influence the thought process. Lokesh seems to have
believed that once the person is removed, he will be able
to achieve what he desires.

The other challenge for Lokesh was his inability to be
attuned to the changing environment… he continued to
operate as a Manager even though there was the role
change from head of education wing to GS. One of the
critical skills as a Leader is ability to gauge the changing
work environment and dynamics proactively and flex
own style to manage the situation. His inability resulted
in shocks and confrontation.

To summarize, Lokesh was technically competent,
achievement oriented but was limited by his own ability
to develop strong emotional connect with people across
various levels. This limitation hindered his ability to create
a buy-in to new ideas, influence others as well as be able
to judge others. As a result, his overall Leadership created
negative energy in the organization.

His big challenge is whether he will sign the 'additional'
expense invoice or not. If he signs the same then he will
be accepting the situation and perhaps compromise with
his conscience. He will also be accepting the additional
powers of Rakesh and thereby undermining the role
effectiveness of GS. He will also be ensuring Allen who is
now actually focusing on executive and operational work

of the Young India instead of being President of the
advisory board and ensuring corporate governance. This
simple action of signing in a way will impact negatively
on the overall organizational effectiveness and
sustainability in the long run!

But does Lokesh have an option or a choice? If he
takes up the issue with Board in his normal
confrontational manner it will result in Board believing
in Allen's feedback on Lokesh's inability to perform his
role as GS effectively. The Board will thereby be forced
to relieve Lokesh of his responsibility and make him exit
from Young India

Lokesh can change and adopt a different approach.
He needs to focus on how does he ensure that this act is
not repeated again. He needs to speak to other Board
members about implication of cost overrun and
therefore implication of cost management for the
organization. He needs to discuss the issue of maintaining
financial prudence - cost management as per Budget.
Post this discussion, he needs to put a proposal for a
special sanction of current expenses incurred by the
Committee.

Lokesh needs to introspect deeply and understand
the impact and consequences of his leadership ad
management style on his own career and success. Deep
and honest introspection will perhaps create a need to
change and build bridges. He may develop desire to build
bridges with his team and work towards strategies to
create a sense of trust, empowerment and accountability
amongst them. This will positively impact his image within
his team as well as negate the growing influence of Rakesh
within the team. He needs to demonstrate his ability to
proactively connect with Board Members and build
emotional connect with them. This may require several
one-o-one sessions with the Board Members, ability to
listen and understand the Board Members perspectives
as well as Lokesh's ability to discuss, share and articulate
his own plans. Lokesh will need to change his style to 'I
am ok and you are ok' build his own creditability in the
eyes of his team and Board. HC
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